
Charge Analysis: Ver. 1.0Taisuke Ozaki, RCIS, JAISTAugust 17, 20071 Mulliken populationThe Kohn-Sham (KS) Bloh funtions  � are expanded in a form of linear ombination of pseudo-atomi basis funtions (LCPAO) �i� entered on site �i by (k)�� (r) = 1pN NXn eiRn�kXi� (k)��;i��i�(r� �i �Rn); (1)where  and � are an expansion oeÆient and pseudo-atomi funtion, Rn a lattie vetor, i a siteindex, � (" or #) spin index, � � (plm) an organized orbital index with a multipliity index p, anangular momentum quantum number l, a magneti quantum numberm, andN the number of repeatedells. The harge density operator n̂� for the spin index � is given byn̂� = 1VB ZB dk3 oX� j (k)�� ih (k)�� j; (2)where RB means the integration over the �rst Brillouin zone of whih volume is VB, and Po meansthe summation over oupied states. The harge density n�(r) with the spin index � is found asn�(r) = hrjn̂�jri;= 1VB ZB dk3 oX� hrj (k)�� ih (k)�� jri;= 1VB ZB dk3 NXn Xi�;j� oX� eiRn�k(k)���;i�(k)��;j��j�(r� �j)�i�(r� �i �Rn);= NXn Xi�;j� �(Rn)�;i�j��i�(r� �i)�j�(r� �j �Rn) (3)with a density matrix de�ned by�(Rn)�;i�j� = 1VB ZB dk3 oX� eiRn�k(k)���;i�(k)��;j� : (4)Then, Mulliken populations M�;i� are given byM�;i� = NXn Xj� �(Rn)�;i�j�S(Rn)i�;j�; (5)
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where S(Rn)i�;j� is an overlap integral. Sine the Mulliken population an be obtained by integratingEq. (3) over real spae, and by deomposing it into eah ontribution spei�ed with � and i�, it anbe on�rmed that the sum of M�;i� gives the number of eletron Nele per unit ell as follows:Nele =X� Xi� M�;i�: (6)2 Voronoi hargeThe fuzzy ell method deomposes real spae into smeared Voronoi ells, alled the fuzzy ell [2℄. Thefuzzy ell at the site i is determined by a weighting funtion wi(r):wi(r) = pi(r)Pj pj(r) (7)with pi de�ned by pi(r) =Yj 6=i sk(�ij); (8)�ij = ri � rj�ij ; (9)ri = jr� �ij; rj = jr� �jj; �ij = j�i � �j j; (10)sk(x) = 12 f1� fk(x)g ; (11)fk(x) = f0(fk�1(x)); f0 = 32x� 12x3; (12)where k = 3 is hosen in OpenMX. As k inreases the fuzzy ells de�ned by w approah to Voronoiells (Wigner-Seitz ells). From the de�nition Eq. (7) it is lear thatXi wi(r) = 1: (13)Thus, the integration of the harge density Eq. (3) over real spae an be deomposed by employingthe weighting funtions as follows:Z dr3n�(r) = Z dr3[Xi wi(r)℄n�(r);= Xi Z dr3wi(r)n�(r): (14)Thus, the Voronoi harge N�;i at the site i an be de�ned byN�;i = Z dr3wi(r)n�(r): (15)From Eq. (14), it is on�rmed that Nele =X� Xi N�;i: (16)
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3 Eletro-stati potential �tting (ESP) hargeLet us onsider to express the Hartree potential in a system by the sum of Coulomb potentials withan e�etive point harge Qi loated on eah atomi site �i as follows:V (ESP)(r) = NatomXi=1 Qijr� �ij ; (17)where Natom is the number of atoms in the system. The Qi an be found by a least square �ttingwith a onstraint PiQi = Qtot [3, 4, 5℄, where Qtot is the total harge in the system. The Lagrangemultiplier method asts this to a minimization problem of the following funtion F :F = NpXp=1�V (DFT)(rp)� V (ESP)(rp)�2 � � Qtot �Xi Qi! ; (18)where V (DFT)p and V (ESP)p are the Hartree potential alulated by the DFT alulation and Eq. (17),respetively, frpg is a set of sampling points, and Np is the number of the sampling points. Thesampling points are given by the grids in the real spae between two shells of the �rst and seond salefators times van der Waals radii [6℄. The onditions �F�Qi = 0 and �F�� = 0 lead to0BBBBBBB� a11 a12 � � � a1Natom 1a21 a22 � � � a2Natom 1� � � � � � 1a21 a22 � � � a2Natom 11 1 1 1 0
1CCCCCCCA0BBBBBBB� Q1Q2�QNatom�12�

1CCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBB� b1b2�bNatomQtot
1CCCCCCCA (19)with aij = NpXp=1 1jrp � �ijjrp � �jj (20)and bi = NpXp=1 V (DFT)(rp)jrp � �ij : (21)By solving the linear equation Eq. (19), we an �nd the eletro-stati potential �tting (ESP) harges.It is noted that the ESP harge is an e�etive harge on eah atom inluding the ontribution of theore harge ompared to the Mulliken and Voronoi harges.Referenes[1℄ R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys. 23, 1833 (1955).[2℄ A. D. Beke and R. M. Dikson, J. Chem. Phys. 89, 2993 (1988).[3℄ U. C. Singh and P. A. Kollman, J. Comp. Chem. 5, 129(1984).[4℄ L. E. Chirlian and M. M. Franl, J. Com. Chem. 8, 894(1987).[5℄ B. H. Besler, K. M. Merz Jr. and P. A. Kollman, J. Comp. Chem. 11, 431 (1990).[6℄ http://www.webelements.om
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